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Biomaterials: General Tab 

Biomaterials and UI Biomaterial Main 

 

Home  Study Subject   Biomaterial 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Study  *   ► The Study field contains the name of the Study chosen from the drop-down menu in the prompt 

box. 
 

Donor Subject *   ► The Donor Subject field allows the user to link the current Biomaterial to its source Subject, if 
applicable.  This is the subject code.   This may not be known if samples are blinded. 
 

* 
* 

* 

* 
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Source Biomaterial The Source Biomaterial field allows the user to link the current Biomaterial to its source 
Biomaterial, if applicable. 
 

Name  *   ► The Name field allows the user to type in the name of the Biomaterial. If the field is left blank, the 
name becomes the type of Biomaterial followed by the ID. 
 

Type ► The Type field allows the user to select the type of Biomaterial from a drop-down box. The 
Biomaterial types are managed from the Administration Console. 
 

Status ► The Status field allows the user to select the status of the Biomaterial from a drop-down menu. 
 

At Facility  The At Facility field allows the user to enter the facility where the Biomaterial is currently located. 
 

Storage Location  ► The Storage Location field allows the user to define the precise location of the Biomaterial. Clicking 
in the field opens the storage menu.  
 

Time Point  The Time point field allows the user to choose the time point associated with the Biomaterial.    
Time points are managed from the Study information in the Administration Console. 
 

Created By The Created By field allows the user to enter the facility where the Biomaterial was created. 
 

Barcode * The Barcode field allows the user to enter the barcode that will be printed for this Biomaterial. The 
barcode will be auto-generated if this field is left blank. 
 

 Date Created The Date Create field allows the user to choose the date on which the Biomaterial was created 
using a drop-down calendar. 
 

Sample Type Other The Sample Type Other field allows for further detail if the sample type is not available in the drop 
down options. This field is free text. 
 

Sample State ► The sample state field allows the user to select the state of the sample being stored in the system.  
Some  examples include: Embedded, Fixed, Fresh/Unaltered, Frozen etc. 
 

Sample State Comments This comments field is meant to provide additional information related to the sample state as 
needed 
 

Preservation Media The Preservation Media field is a conditionally required field intended for use when a biomaterial is 
preserved with an additive.   
 

Sample Processed By The Sample Processed By field is a conditionally required intended for use when a biomaterial is 
processed within a facility at the University of Iowa.  This information for populating this field may 
not be available for biomaterials being imported from facilities outside of the University of Iowa. 
 

Sample Coming From The Sample Coming From filed designates if the biomaterial is acquired from within UIHC or 
Externally.  This field is required. 
 

External Sample Site The External Sample Site field is conditionally required.  It is required if the field “Sample Coming 
From” is recorded as “External.”  The field is free text and the external facility name should be 
entered in the following format:  Lab/Facility Name, Investigator, City, State 
 

Consent Version The Consent Version field is conditionally required.  Each facility will determine the need for this 
field’s contents.  The intent of this field is to provide a concrete link between biomaterial and the 
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consent version under which it was collected.  This detail may also be detailed using a qiagram 
report based on date of collection and date of consent version entered within the Study Details 
section of UIBioShare. 
 

Date of Collection ► The Date of Collection field is required for each sample entered into UIBioShare. 
 

Date/Time Preserved The Date/Time Preserved field is conditionally required.  It is required if the biomaterial is preserved 
with an additive.  
 

Initial Quantity The Initial Quantity field is intended for data entry for the initial or parent biomaterial. 
 

Initial Quantity Units The Initial Quantity Units field is intended for use in combination with the Initial Quantity field 
noting the units of measure corresponding to the quantity amount. 
 

Date Aliquot or Derivative 
Created 

The Date Aliquot or Derivative Created field is conditionally required and intended to document the 
date that the parent biomaterial was stored and/or processed into child biomaterials. 
 

Problem with Sample ► The Problem with Sample field is a yes or no field meant to indicate if there is anything out of the 
ordinary with the collected biomaterial. 
 

Problem Comments The Problem Comments field is conditionally required and intended for a additional details related 
to problems with a specimen if the field “Problem with Sample” is answered as “Yes” 
 

Accession Number The Accession Number field is meant for biomaterials that are collected and have an associated 
pathologic accession number.  
 

Part Letter The Part Letter field is related to the pathology accession number.  If the biomaterial is tissue, the 
pathology report will include details from the materials by section, each section has a letter.  The 
Part Letter field will provide users with the section/part letter of the pathology report that 
corresponds with the collected biomaterial.  
 

Sample Collection Status  ► The Sample Collection Status field is required and intended to document the status of the sample 
with related data entered.  Options include: Collected, Not Collected, Overdue and Pending.  
 

Volume Volume may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from a 
dropdown box. 
 

Concentration Concentration may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the two units of 
measurement from two drop-down boxes. 
 

Mass The Mass may be entered by typing in the number and choosing the units of measurement from 
the drop-down box. 
 

# Thaws The Number of Thaws may be entered by typing a number, or using the arrow buttons to select a 
number. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Collection Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Collection Details 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Collected By The Collected By field is a conditionally required intended for use when a child biomaterial is 

processed within a facility at the University of Iowa.  This information for populating this field may 
not be available for biomaterials being imported from facilities outside of the University of Iowa. 
 

Collected By Other The Collected By Other field is conditionally required if the child biomaterial is collected by a user not 
part of the UI BioShare User list. 
 

Date/Time Sample Received The Date/Time Sample Received field is required for each sample entered into UIBioShare. 
 

Received By The Received By field is a conditionally required intended for use when a child biomaterial is 
processed within a facility at the University of Iowa.  This information for populating this field may 
not be available for biomaterials being imported from facilities outside of the University of Iowa. 
 

Received By Other The Received By Other field is conditionally required if the child biomaterial is collected by a user not 
part of the UIBioShare User list. 
 

Received Quality  ► The Received Quality field is required and intended to document the quality of the sample with 
related data entered.  Options include: Acceptable, Unacceptable, Use CP Defaults, Not Specified 
 

Mode of Collection The Mode of Collection field is a data field to provide the process by which the material was collected.   
Examples Include: Aspirate, Biopsy-Excisional, Resection, Draw-Venipuncture, Draw-Arterial Line etc. 
 

Pathology Received 
Date/Time 

The Pathology Received Date/Time field is to record the date and time the specimen was received in 
Pathology.  Documentation of time from bench to freezer can be utilized for data related to specimen 
quality.   
 

Specimen Collection 
Container Type 

The Specimen Collection Container Type field is intended for recording the container and possible 
additives involved in the biomaterial collection.   
Examples include: Blood-ACD-A, Blood-SST, Tissue-None, Tissue-Formalin, Urine-Red etc. 
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Collected The Collected Field is a Yes or No field do indicate if the expected specimen was collected. 

 
Reason Why Sample was 
not Collected 

The Reason Why Sample was not Collected Field should be populated if the answer to the prior field 
“Collected” is “No. 
Examples include: Not notified, Tissue too small, All submitted for clinical needs etc. 
 

Reason Comment (other) The Reason Comment (other) field is a free text field to be populated in the event the “Reason Why 
Sample was not Collected” field does not have an applicable option and “Other” is selected. 
 

Research Draw Only The Research Draw Only field is a Yes or No option to document if the blood draw was collected in 
concert with a clinical draw.  If the venipuncture was for research purposes only, charges may apply. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Diagnosis Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Diagnosis Details 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Disease Status at Collection 
(Blood) 

The Disease Status at Collection (Blood) field is intended to identify the patient’s treatment status at 
time of a blood collection. 
Examples include: Baseline Prior to Treatment, Rec’ing Chemo XRT or both etc. 
 

Disease Status at Collection 
(Tissue/Fluid) 

The Disease Status at Collection (Tissue) field is intended to identify the patient’s treatment status at 
time of a tissue collection. 
Examples include: Prior to Treatment (Systemic or XRT/Chemo Naïve), Rec’d NeoAdjuvant Treatment 
Chemo etc.  
 

Treatment Time Point The Treatment Time Point field is intended to identify at what point during a course of therapy a 
specimen is collected.  This is currently a free text field.   
Examples include: Pre-Treatment, Mid-Treatment, Post-Treatment, 2 Years Post Treatment etc.  
 

Line of Therapy The Line of Therapy field is intended to identify at what point during the life of a treatment for cancer 
a specimen is collected.  This is currently a free text field.   
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Molecular 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Molecular 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
OD 260 OD: Optical Density is a measurement used to calculate the ratio of absorbance which assesses the 

purity of nucleic acids.  The measurement is captured using a spectrophotometer to detect the light 
passing through a sample.  The 260 nm value is reported in this field and is used to report the 
absorption of nucleic acids. 
 

OD 280 OD: Optical Density is a measurement used to calculate the ratio of absorbance which assesses the 
purity of nucleic acids.  The measurement is captured using a spectrophotometer to detect the light 
passing through a sample.  The 280 nm value is reported in this field and is used to report absorption 
of proteins. 
 

  ► OD 260/280 ratio Ratio of absorptions used to assess purity of nucleic acids or conversely the contamination of protein 
solutions.  DNA: 260/280 = ~1.8   RNA: 260/280 = ~ 2    The ratio is also used to calculate 
concentration (ug/uL)   This is also referred to as “Purity” 
 

OD 230 OD: Optical Density is a measurement used to calculate the ratio of absorbance which assesses the 
purity of nucleic acids.  The measurement is captured using a spectrophotometer to detect the light 
passing through a sample.  The 230 nm value is reported in this field and is used to report the 
absorption of organic contaminants and solvents. 
 

OD 230/280 ratio Ratio of absorptions used to assess the presence of aggregates (organic contaminants). 
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XY Genotype The XY Genotype is the set of DNA coding for genes present on chromosomes.  Most humans have 
two of the chromosomes, X and/or Y to code for sex. List options include:  XX, XY, XXY, Not 
Determined 
 

► Concentration 260 Concentration (ug/ul)= (OD260 reading-OD280 reading) x dilution factor x 50 ug/ml    (assuming an 
OD260 of 1 = 50 ug/ml DNA) 
 

 Concentration 260 Unit Unit for measure of concentration:  ug/ul 
 

Quantification Method This field is intended to designate the type of protein quantification utilized for extraction. 
 

Date Quantified MM/DD/YYYY 
 

Yield ► Calculation based on Ratio and concentration.    
Yield (ug)=DNA Concentration x Total Sample Volume (ml or ul) 
 

RIN ► The RIN, or RNA Integrity Number, is an algorithm for assigning integrity to RNA measurements by 
generating an integrity number (ribosomal ratio).  The RIN algorithm is applied to electrophoretic 
RNA measurements and based on a combination of different features that contribute to information 
about the RNA integrity.   
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Pathology Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Pathology Details 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Case Creation Date Time The Case Creation Date/Time field is intended to document the time that the tissue specimen was 

created and documented in the gross room. 
 

Attending Pathologist The Attending Pathologist field is intended for documentation of the pathologist responsible for 
recording the diagnosis. 
 

Pathology Dx ICD Version This field is to designate the version of ICD used for ICD coding.  Options include Version 9 or 10. 
 

Pathologic DX ICD Code  This field is to provide the World Health Organization (WHO) International Classification of Diseases 
(ICD).  The ICD is the standard diagnostic tool for epidemiology, health management and clinical 
purposes. ICD is used by physicians, nurses, other providers, researchers, health information 
managers and coders, health information technology workers, policy-makers, insurers and patient 
organizations to classify diseases and other health problems recorded on many types of health and 
vital records, including death certificates and health records. 
 

Pathologic Diagnosis This field is a drop down field list of diagnosis generated from the International Classification of 
Diseases for Oncology (ICD-O-3) and ICD-10 diagnosis coding.  List was reviewed by participating 
repositories and will be reviewed as needed. 

  
 ► Pathologic Diagnosis Note This field is a free text feel for additional details related to the pathologic diagnosis of the collected 

material when applicable. (Previously free text and only diagnosis field, data will be transferred and 
cleaned to drop down list as applicable) 
 

SNOMED The SNOMED field is a free text field to record the Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine-Clinical 
Terms as recorded on the pathology report for the material, when applicable. 
 

Additional SNOMED Details This field is a free text field to record details in addition to what is recorded for SNOMED as recorded 
on the pathology report for the material, when applicable. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Protein 

 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Protein 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Quantification Method The Quantification Method field is intended to identify the method used to quantify proteins from 

biomaterial.  Recording this method is imperative for identifying potential issues with downstream 
analysis and applications. 
 

Date Quantified MM/DD/YYYY 
 

Yield This field is a calculation based on Ratio and concentration providing the recombinant protein 
expression level or the quantity of protein production in a defined volume of a culture 
 

Yield Units This field is to indicate the unit of measure for the yield provided. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Quality Assurance Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Quality Assurance 
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Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Date QA Completed MM/DD/YYYY 

 
QA Result The QA general result should be captured in this field. 

 
Name of Pathologist 
Reading QA 

The name of the pathologist who performed the quality assurance of the biomaterial.   
Full Last Name, Full First Name if name is not present within the drop down. 
 

% Necrosis This field is used to provide the percent necrosis or percent of cell injury or cell death present in a 
biomaterial.   
 

% Fibrosis This field is used to provide the percent fibrosis or formation of excess fibrous connective tissue or 
scarring present in a biomaterial.   
 

% Hemorrhage This field is used to provide the percent artifactual hemorrhage present in a biomaterial.   
 

% Tumor This field is used to provide the percent of tumor or malignant material present in a biomaterial.   
 

% Cellularity This field is used to provide the percent of constituent cells present in a biomaterial.   
 

% Diseased This field is used to provide the percent of abnormal or normal cells present in a biomaterial. 
 

% Normal This field is used to provide the percent of normal cells present in a biomaterial.  
 

Cellular QA Performed by: The name of the pathologist who performed the cellular quality assurance.   
Full Last Name, Full First Name if name is not present within the drop down. 
 

Total Cell Count used for QA This field is to indicate the cell count used for the QA 
 

X 10^QA_Cell Count Exponent for the cell count 
 

% Viable Cells This field is to indicate the percent of viable cells identified during QA. 
 

% Adherent Cells This field is to indicate the percent of adherent cells identified during QA. 
 

Total Nucleated Cell count 
(TNC) 

This field is to indicate the TNC: the WBC by any method is a count of nuclei or total nucleated cell 
count. 
 

X10^QA_TNC Exponent for the TNC 
 

% CD34 This field is to indicate the percent CD34 + cells identified during QA. 
 

Est  CD34 Cell Count This field is to indicate the estimated cell count of CD34+ cells. 
 

X10^_CD34 Exponent for CD34 count 
 

% T-Cells This field is to indicate the percent of T-cells identified during QA. 
 

QA Comments This field is free text and to be used to record pertinent information related to the QA that is not 
otherwise available on this form. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Reserved Status 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Reserved Status 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Reserved   ► The Reserved field is a check box Yes/No field intended to designate if the biomaterial is reserved and 

therefore unavailable or not visible to investigators. 
 

Biomaterial Reserved For  ► The Biomaterial Reserved for field allows for entry of a specific individual or individuals for whom the 
biomaterial is reserved.  
 

Reserved for Other The Reserved for Other field is a free text field intended for use when the name of the party for whom 
the biomaterial is reserved is not provided within the dropdown list options. 
Format: Full Last Name, Full First Name 
 

Specimen Shared Flag  ► The Specimen Shared Flag is intended to designate the status of the biomaterial as it relates to 
potential availability to research staff. 
List Options Include: Shared, Available 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Tissue 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Tissue 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Pathologic Status  ► The Pathologic Status field is intended to identify the nature of the collected biomaterial. 

List Options Include: Normal Healthy Tissue, Adjacent Tissue, Primary malignant, Metastatic 
Malignant 
 

Tissue Site  ► The Tissue Site field is intended to identify the source of the collected biomaterial. 
List Options Include: Abdomen, Adrenal Gland, Blood-Serum, Bowel etc. 
 

Tissue Side The Tissue Side field is intended to indicate the side of the source if applicable.   
List Options Include: Right, Left 
 

Body Direction The Body Direction field is intended for use in providing further identification related to the source of 
the biomaterial.  This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
List Options Include: Anterior, Caudal, Proximal, Contralateral etc. 
 

Tissue Length cm The Tissue Length (cm) field is a free text numerical field in which to provide the measured length of 
the stored biomaterial.  The dimensions will likely differ for Parent and Child biomaterials.  
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Tissue Width cm The Tissue Width (cm) field is a free text numerical field in which to provide the measured width of 
the stored biomaterial.  The dimensions will likely differ for Parent and Child biomaterials.  
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
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Tissue Weight g  ► The Tissue Weight (g) field is a free text numerical field in which to provide the measured weight of 

the stored biomaterial.  The dimensions will likely differ for Parent and Child biomaterials.  
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Number of Pieces  ► The Number of Pieces) field is a free text numerical field in which to provide the quantity of pieces of 
the biomaterial provided.  
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Part of matched set ► The part of matched set field is a YES or NO field used to indicate if the biomaterial is one of many 
parts and has a partner or matching biomaterial pathologic status.   
Example: Biomaterial (A) Normal Healthy Tissue MATCHES Biomaterial (B) Primary Malignant. 
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Matched specimen list The Matched specimen list field is a free text field in which to enter the specimen ID for the matching 
biomaterial.   
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Section Thickness The Section Thickness field is intended to record the measurement of thickness pertaining to sections 
of tissue. 
This field may not be applicable to all biomaterials. 
 

Total Cell Count  ► This field if a numeric field for the total cell count, please type out entire number 
 

Cells per Vial  This field is a numeric for the cell count per vial; please record in decimal and use exponent in field 
below. 
 

X10^ Exponent of cells per Vial 
 

Volume per Vial This field is to record the volume per vial as stored 
 

Volume Unit This field is to indicate the unit of volume recorded (i.e. mL, uL) 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Surgery Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Surgery Details 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Surgeon The Surgeon field is intended to document, if applicable, who the lead staff surgeon was assigned to 

the surgical resection or procedure. 
The field is a drop down, but allows for free text entry of name if it is not within the list.   
Format: Full Last Name, Full First Name 
 

Surgery Start Date/Time The Surgery Start Date/Time field is indented to document the time the surgery is documented as 
beginning according to the electronic medical record. 
 

OR Suite The OR Suite field is intended to document where the resection or procedure took place. 
The field is a drop down, but allows for free text entry of location if it is not within the list. 
Format: Surgical Area Room Number   EX: ASC A01 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Extraction 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Extraction 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Extraction Method The Extraction Method field is intended to identify the method used to extract DNA/RNA from 

biomaterial.  Recording this method is imperative for identifying potential issues with downstream 
analysis and applications. 
 

Volume Extracted The volume of fluid used for extraction.  IE with Quickgene 610L 2mL used for extraction; remaining 
sample is preserved as back up. 
 

Volume Extracted Unit Unit of the volume extracted 
 

 Date Extracted Date that the process of extraction was performed. 
 

Extracted By The Extracted By field is intended to record the individual performing the extraction. 
 

Extracted Comments Additional comments related to the Extraction process 
 

Extracted Number For use when using an automated extraction process in which one can track what position within the 
machine the biomaterial was placed.  (ie if six specimens can be extracted in one run, position 
numbers are 1-6). 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Clinical Trial Details 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Clinical Trial Details 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Corresponding Clinical Trial 
Name 

This field is to provide the name of a clinical trial that may also utilize the biomaterial collected 
 

Corresponding Clinical Trial 
ID 

This field is to provide the participant ID of the clinical trial that may also utilize the biomaterial 
collected 
 

Corresponding Clinical Trial 
Timepoint 

This field is to provide the trial time point which may differ from the current study biomaterial 
collection time point. 
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Biomaterials: Forms 

UI Biomaterial Alternate IDs 

 

Search  Subject  Forms  UI Biomaterial Alternate IDs 
Field Name Definition (System): Domain Details shaded in Blue 
Legacy Sample ID Legacy Sample ID is intended for use when a set of legacy biomaterials is uploaded into Labmatrix.  

Recording this ID assures later link between legacy ID and assigned biomaterial ID. 
 

External Specimen ID External Specimen ID is intended for use when biomaterials have been assigned an ID outside of the 
current study, potentially at an outside facility.  Recording this ID assures later link between current 
and previous IDs. 
 

 


